Single- and double-gate synaptic transistor with TaO x gate insulator and IGZO channel layer.
We demonstrate single- and double-gate synaptic operations of a thin-film transistor (TFT) with double-gate stack consisting of an Al-top-gate/SiO x /TaO x /n-IGZO on a SiO2/n+-Si-bottom-gate substrate. This synaptic TFT exhibits a tunable drain current, mimicking synaptic weight modulation in the biological synapse, upon repeatedly applying gate and drain voltages. The drain current modulation features are analog, voltage-polarity dependently reversible, and strong with a dynamic range of multiple orders of magnitude (∼104). These features occur as a consequence of the changes in mobility of the IGZO channel, gate insulator capacitance, and threshold voltage. The drain current modulation responsive to the timing of the voltage application emulates synaptic potentiation, depression, paired-pulse facilitation, and memory transition behaviors depending on the voltage pulse amplitude, width, repetition number, and interval between pulses. The synaptic motions can be realized also by a double-gate operation that separately tunes the channel conductance by top-gate biasing and senses it by bottom-gate biasing. It provides the modulated synaptic weight with a wide level of synaptic weight through the read condition using a bottom-gate stack without read-disturbance. These results verify the potential application of TaO x /IGZO TFT with single- and double-gate operations to artificial synaptic devices.